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BACKGROUND  

 Founded in 1911, the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA) exists to develop, 
promote and support parliamentarians and parliamentary staff to identify benchmarks of good 
governance and to implement the enduring values of the Commonwealth. The CPA is an 
international community of around 180 Commonwealth parliaments and legislatures working 
together to deepen the Commonwealth’s commitment to the highest standards of democratic 
governance.  

 Parliaments, their members and officials learn from each other through CPA activities including: 
annual Commonwealth parliamentary conferences and regional conferences; professional 
development courses; interparliamentary visits; parliamentary seminars and thematic 
workshops; and publications such as The Parliamentarian, which is the Journal of 
Commonwealth Parliaments. Networks include CPA Small Branches, Commonwealth Women 
Parliamentarians (CWP) and Commonwealth Parliamentarians with Disabilities. 
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 On 20 August 2022, Commonwealth Parliamentarians gathered in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, 
to attend the 65th Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference and associated meetings. The 
Conference recognised the Commonwealth’s commitment to democracy and through the theme 
of ‘Inclusive, Accessible, Accountable and Strong Parliaments: the Cornerstone of 
Democracy and Essential for Development’.  

 The Conference explored a wide range of workshop topics from responses to the COVID-19 
pandemic, tackling climate change and achieving the sustainable development goals to 
accessibility and technology for Parliaments and building gender sensitive Legislatures. 

 
 The Conference held over 6 days, was hosted by the CPA Canada Region, and attended by 

over 600 Parliamentarians and Parliamentary Clerks representing Parliaments and Legislatures 
from across the Commonwealth.  

 This Conference brought together Speakers, Members of Parliament and Parliamentary staff 
representing the nine regions of the CPA – Africa; Asia; Australia; British Islands and 
Mediterranean; Canada; Caribbean, Americas and Atlantic; India; Pacific; and South East Asia.  

 
Sunday 20 August 2022  

 Women Parliamentarians from across the Commonwealth gathered in Halifax for the 7th triennial 
conference of the Commonwealth Women Parliamentarians (CWP).  

 
 The theme was ‘BreaktheBias: Gender Equality 

Today for a Sustainable Tomorrow’. 
 

 The CWP Conference was opened by the Vice-
Chairperson of the Commonwealth Women 
Parliamentarians, Hon. Valerie Woods, MP, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, 
National Assembly of Belize. 

 
 Over 100 Commonwealth Women 

Parliamentarians attended the conference from 
across the Commonwealth.  

 

Workshop:  Empowering Women Parliamentarians and Promoting Diversity / 
Intersectionality 

 For Parliaments to operate as truly representative bodies and safeguards of democracy, it is 
essential that the views and priorities of all sections of society are represented.  

 
 Whilst the number of Commonwealth governments with 30% or more women members has 

grown to 45 in 2022, the number with no women legislators has grown to the highest level (14 
legislatures) since 2016.  

 
 The panel for this Workshop comprised: 

o The Hon. Valerie Woods, Speaker of the House of Representatives, National Assembly of 
Belize; 

o The Hon. Sunita Duggal MP, Member of the Lok Sabha, Parliament of India; 
o The Hon. Laurah Kanushu MP, Member of Parliament of Uganda; and 

https://www.cpahq.org/65-cpc/cpc-workshops/
https://www.cpahq.org/65-cpc/commonwealth-women-parliamentarians-conference/
https://www.cpahq.org/65-cpc/commonwealth-women-parliamentarians-conference/
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o Sneh Aurora, Head of London Office, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI). 
 

 The Workshop investigated how Parliaments and Legislatures can empower women 
Parliamentarians and better accommodate and promote increased diversity. In particular, it 
looked at the importance of women and other underrepresented groups, serving in public office, 
especially positions of parliamentary leadership.  

 
 The first panellist emphasised the 

increasing presence of women in 
political life in India and stressed 
that true democracy can only be 
achieved when all sections of 
society have a voice.  

 
 The second panellist from 

Uganda explained how women with disabilities, the most vulnerable members of society, are 
often left out of discussions about political representation. The Member emphasised that it comes 
down to political will to have dedicated spaces for persons with disabilities in parliamentary 
leadership.  

 
 Delegates also heard from the panellist from the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative about 

steps that can be taken to close the representation gap and achieve a gender-sensitive 
Parliament.  

 
 The discussion at the conclusion of the workshop explored various issues in respect of women’s 

inclusion in political life, including youth engagement, the effectiveness of gender quotas in 
Parliaments and how to ensure substantive participation of women, and the need to engage 
political parties to encourage diversity within their membership and why this is important.  

 

The following recommendation was endorsed:  

In promoting women’s empowerment and greater diversity in public office, Parliamentarians 
and Legislatures should take an institution-centric approach towards lasting change 

 

Monday 21 August 2022 

Workshop:  Effectively Combating all forms of Abuse and Harassment in Parliament  

 In a study conducted by the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) on Sexism, Harassment and 
Violence Against Women in Parliaments in Europe, it was found that over 40% of female 
parliamentary staff had experienced sexual harassment at work. Additionally, 82% of women 
Parliamentarians who participated in the IPU’s international study on sexism, harassment and 
violence against women Parliamentarians have suffered psychological violence during their term 
in office. 

 This workshop looked at the issue of harassment and abuse in Parliament and the harmful 
impact it has on Parliamentarian and staff. The session examined what Parliamentarians can do 
to combat the issue in Parliament. 
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 The panel for this Workshop comprised:  
o Ms. Rohini Kumari Kavirante MP, 

Parliament of Sri Lanka, Member of 
Parliament; 

o Hon. Myrna Driedger MLA, Manitoba 
Legislative Assembly, Member of 
Parliament; 

o Ms. Sharon Claydon MP, Parliament of 
Australia, Member of Parliament; and 

o Ms. Alice Lau Kiong Yieng MP, 
Parliament of Malaysia, Member of 
Parliament. 

 
 Ms. Rohini Kumari Kavirante MP, provided an overview of the numbers of countries which 

women were not well represented. In Sri Lanka there are only 6%  women in Parliament.  

 Discussions surrounded the challenges faced by women entering politics in Sri Lanka where 
there are few women legislators. Education was advocated as critical to combating sexual 
discrimination and achieving a culture of equality. 

 She spoke about being physically abused in Parliament; and distressingly, that she was verbally 
abused when she was pregnant. Ms Kavirante’s country was still recovering after the civil war 
and she spoke of the only way to improve the behaviour was to increase women in parliament.  

 Ms Kavirante suggested that Sri Lanka’s aim going forward is:   
o A quota in Parliament  
o 50% national list in all parties  
o At least 33% of working committees, held by women  
o Commissions comprise up to 40% women  
o Specific electoral divisions for women 
o Court of appeal to have 30-40% women 

 

 Ms. Sharon Claydon MP, reported back to this Workshop that following the 64th Conference in 
Uganda, the issues of harassment and bullying, is still prevalent.  

 In Australia, revelations about sexual misconduct in Commonwealth parliamentary workplaces 
resulted in the Australian Human Rights Commission conducting an independent review.  

 In 2021, the Respect@Work Report was authored by Sex Discrimination Commissioner Kate 
Jenkins. The Report found workplace sexual harassment in Australian workplaces is both 
common and pervasive, and that the current legal and regulatory system is insufficient to 
effectively deal with it.  

 The 55 recommendations covered a whole range of areas, like research, data, primary 
prevention initiatives and workplace changes, and also some legal changes. 

 The then The Sex Discrimination and Fair Work (Respect at Work) Amendment Bill 2021 (now 
Act), makes sexual harassment a sackable offence and makes clearer, under the act, that 
harassing a person on the basis of sex, is prohibited. Instead of six months, employees will now 
have 24 months to lodge a sexual harassment complaint with the Australian Human Rights 
Commission. 

https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/490/Ms%20%20Rohini%20Kumari%20Kavirante%20MP
https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/445/Hon%20%20Myrna%20Driedger%20MLA
https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/491/Ms%20%20Sharon%20Claydon%20MP
https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/493/Ms%20%20Alice%20Lau%20Kiong%20Yieng%20MP
https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/490/Ms%20%20Rohini%20Kumari%20Kavirante%20MP
https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/491/Ms%20%20Sharon%20Claydon%20MP
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 Ms. Claydon stated that the new Federal Government is committed to implement all 
recommendations. Specifically, that the Codes of Conduct for staff will to be presented in 
November 2022 and will reset the tone to:  
o changes to the standing orders;  
o amendment to the sitting times for a family friendly environment; and 
o integrity and wellbeing training for all staff.  

 Ms. Claydon closed her session by outlining that there needs to be a journey of reform to drive 
cultural change – and that Parliaments need to be example of a  model employer. 

 Ms. Alice Lau Kiong Yieng MP, spoke next. She mentioned that sexual harassment is a top issue 
for women in Malaysia with 35% having experience some kind of harassment. In 2008 there 
were only 10% of women in Parliament – today there are 25%.  A figure that remains below the 
global average.  A  move in the right direction for the country is the Sexual Harassment Bill being 
introduced in 2022.  

 Hon. Myrna Driedger MLA was the final speaker. She spoke about the serious lack policy to 
protect women and addressing abuse and harassment. In Manitoba, the development of a policy 
on sexual harassment was a top priority for the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. The 
importance of achieving all-caucus support, of thorough legal review, of proper definitions and 
of the examination of complaints by an independent investigator with competence in such 
investigations was emphasised.  

 Lawmakers were setting the bar high and it is a personal responsibility for all of us to behave 
better.  

The following recommendation was endorsed:  

National and sub-national legislatures across the Commonwealth should ensure that their 
Parliaments have policies and legislation in place to effectively tackle harassment and 
abuse in all its form for all persons in Parliament.  

 

Workshops:  Financial Empowerment of Women and Gender-Sensitive Budgeting  

 Women’s economic empowerment is essential to achieving women’s rights and gender equality. 
Importantly, the economic empowerment of women and closing gender gaps in the work are vital 
to achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.  

 This workshop looked at effective approaches that Parliaments can take to ensure and promote 
gender-inclusive economic empowerment to end many of the challenges women face across the 
Commonwealth.  

 The session also highlighted ways in which Parliaments can help remove harmful discriminatory 
norms, rules and policies that deny women access to the financial services that keep them 
economically empowered. 

 An interesting piece of research was conducted by the World Bank which revealed that out of 
189 countries, 104 still have laws and policies in place that preclude women from working in 
certain jobs. It is estimated that this gender gap can cost a country’s economy approximately 
15% of their GDP. Women’s economic empowerment is also crucial to keeping women out of 
poverty.  

https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/493/Ms%20%20Alice%20Lau%20Kiong%20Yieng%20MP
https://www.65cpc.ca/sites/65cpc/en/65cpc/people/445/Hon%20%20Myrna%20Driedger%20MLA
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 However, many women are significantly underpaid in comparison to men with the global gender 
wage gap estimated to be around 23% meaning that women earn 77 per cent of what men earn 
globally.  

 This workshop recognised the urgent need to address some of the obstacles to achieving the 
financial empowerment of women as a priority, and this was highlighted by the speakers in the 
panel, which comprised:   
o Ms Claire Baker MSP, The Scottish 

Parliament; 

o Ms Anoush der Boghossian, Head of 
Trade and Gender at the World Trade 
Organization; and 

o Hon. Dr Smt. Nimaben Bhaveshbhai 
Acharya, Speaker of Gujarat 
Legislative Assembly. 

 

 Ms Claire Baker MSP, from the Scottish Parliament outlined the Equal Pay Act in the UK that 
means ‘equal pay’ for ‘equal work’. There is work being done on Gender Budgeting Tools and 
ensuring women’s voices are heard. Closing the pay gap is important and a campaign has 
discovered that women earn 6.6% less than men in Scotland, (considerably more than Western 
Australia which has a staggering 22.4% difference). There are also opportunities in Scotland to 
scrutinize the Parliament budget to ensure that this is a link between equality and budget 
considerations. They also have free period products for all women in Scotland, (WA recently 
announced these would be free for schools).   

 Ms Anoush der Boghossian, from the World Trade Organisation spoke about the fact that trade 
rules gender are not neutral. Even though there are some subsides to poor farmers, female 
farmers don’t specifically have access to resources. Which in turn doesn’t guarantee food 
security. Laws in general don’t play towards women.  

The following recommendation was endorsed:  

Commonwealth Parliaments must ensure that all budgets incorporate a gender lens and all 
policies and agreements are gender sensitive.  

 

Workshop:  Promoting Gender-Sensitive Parliaments Post-Pandemic 

 The impact of COVID-19 has only shed further light on some of the difficulties women face. Gains 
made in the past decades towards gender equality are suddenly at increased risk of being rolled 
back. For many years, the responsibility of protecting and securing women’s rights and gender 
equality in Parliaments rested primarily on women Members of Parliament. However, in recent 
years, this responsibility has now shifted to Parliaments as institutions that are constituted to 
represent the interests of all citizens. 

 The Inter-Parliamentary Union defines a gender sensitive Parliament as a political institution that 
responds to the needs and interests of both women and men in terms of its structures, 
operations, methods and work. It is one that has removed the barriers to women’s full 
participation and offers a positive example or model to society at large.  
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 However, in order for Commonwealth Parliaments to become gender sensitive institutions, they 
ought to recognise the detrimental role of gender privilege and disenfranchisement, actively 
champion gender equality for all and acknowledge that issues such as parliamentary cultures, 
governing structures, facilities and institutional resources have the capacity to limit the equal 
participation of women and other underrepresented genders. 

 COVID-19 encouraged Parliaments to rethink approaches on how it can best conduct its 
business and adapt its way of working. Now, Parliaments have the opportunity to take stock and 
learn from both challenges and successes they have achieved during the pandemic in order to 
make an informed decision about what to do next or better post-pandemic. 

 This workshop looked to help Parliaments and Parliamentarians recognise the importance of 
being a gender sensitive institution though the following panellists:  
o Hon. Bridgid Annisette-George MP, Speaker of the House of Representatives of Trinidad 

and Tobago (Chair); 
o Rt Hon. Dame Maria Miller MP, Parliament of the United Kingdom (House of Commons); 
o Hon. Iqra Khalid MP, House of Commons, Parliament of Canada; and 
o Hon. Jacqui Dean MP, Parliament of New Zealand; 

 
 The Hon. Bridgid Annisette-George MP, from Trinidad and Tobago emphasised that Parliaments 

across the globe should actively work at the recruitment and retention of women working in 
parliamentary administration and other internal staff - not just as elected officials. That Parliament 
should be a place where women want to contribute; not just a place to work.  

 Rt Hon. Dame Maria Miller MP, from the UK discussed that political parties have been left to fix 
the problem of gender equality, but feels that Parliaments have a pivotal role in ensuring that 
more women are elected. The Member urged all of CPA to support women to become 
Parliamentarians as after more than a decade of work, not as much progress as not been as 
needed.  

 The Hon. Iqra Khalid MP from discussed the need for more family friendly sitting hours and 
improving the quality of life for Parliamentarians. Hybrid sittings gave the opportunity for 
Parliamentarians to be in their constituency and vote in the House without travel. (more flexibility 
in hours has just commenced as a trial period in Western Australian Legislative Assembly).  

 The Hon. Jacqui Dean MP, from the Parliament of New Zealand acknowledged how hard 
COVID-19 has been on all communities, but the bonus had been provided an opportunity to think 
how we run our Parliaments. The MP mentioned that the focus for New Zealand in the past five 
years has been on making the Parliament more accessible and family friendly, which in turn can 
change the dynamics and atmosphere within Parliament. 

The following recommendation was endorsed: 

Commonwealth Parliaments should use lessons learnt from the COVID-10 pandemic to 
proactively explore gender sensitive practices and policies  
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Tuesday 23 August 2022 

 Delegates participated in the Conference’s cultural program and explored Halifax and Lunenburg 
with a local tour guide.  

 Following which, Her  Excellency the 
Right Honourable Mary Simon, Governor General of Canada 
and Vice-Patron of the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association, officially opened the 
65th Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference.  

 The Governor General urged Commonwealth 
Parliamentarians to work together to uphold democratic 
principles and the values of the Commonwealth, stating “The 
Commonwealth is not merely a name, but a goal. A society of 
nations that work together with common objectives.” 

 Senator Hon. George Furey, Speaker of the Senate of Canada 
read the goodwill message to the Conference from (the now late) Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II, Patron of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and Head of the Commonwealth.  

 Delegates to the 65th CPC were welcomed by the CPA President (2019-2022), Hon. Anthony 
Rota, MP, Speaker of the House of Commons of Canada who said at the opening ceremony: 
“During this conference, we will continue to learn from each other about how we can make our 
respective Parliaments more inclusive, accessible, accountable and stronger. The conference 
program is full of opportunities to network and expand our understanding about how to promote 
the values of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, which is to say our values.” 

 

Wednesday 24th August 2022 

Workshop: Role of Parliaments in Achieving Sustainable Development  

 With 17 new goals including ending poverty and 
hunger, realising gender equality, reducing 
inequalities, and ensuring climate action, it was 
clear when they were agreed, that the 2030 SDGs 
had high hopes for the potential of the period from 
2015 to 2030.  

 
 However, the role that legislatures around the 

world play in ensuring the implementation of these 
goals remains an often-unexplored topic. This 
Workshop discussed this theme and provided 
guidance to elected representatives on the role that 
they could play in ensuring the implementation of 
the SDGs. 
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o The panellists for this Workshop were:  
Hon. Savitri Sonia Parag MP, Minister of 
Public Service and Member of the National 
Assembly of Guyana; 

o Hon. Gervais Henrie MNA, Member of the 
National Assembly of the Seychelles; 

o Hon. Ratu Epeli Nailatikau CF, LVO, OBE 
(Mil), KStJ, CSM, MSD, Speaker of the 
Parliament of Fiji; and 

o The Hon. Keith Bain MLA, Speaker of the 
House of Assembly of Nova Scotia. 

 The Hon. Gervais Henrie MNA, Member of the National Assembly of the Seychelles spoke first 
and provided the delegates with an overview of sustainable development and how hard it is for 
smaller parliamentarians to have overall coverage on those same issues that UK 
parliamentarians have. 

 Understanding Sustainable Development  Goals is needed to enhance the capacity of 
legislatives, for example:  
o No poverty 
o Zero hunger  
o Good health and wellbeing 
o Quality education 

 All parliaments need to have training and capacity buildings for Member of Parliaments – 
specifically training and exposure to achieve SDGs and sharing ideas with similar parliaments.  

 Hon. Savitri Sonia Parag MP, Minister of Public Service and Member of the National Assembly 
of Guyana outlined the critical role of parliaments and making sure that no one is left behind.  

 The first measure needs to be examining the entire budget process, prior to taking it to 
parliaments. Additionally, all budget reviews should be undertaken to track the progress of 
SDG’s.  

 The Minister discussed that what we are putting in the budget is for everyone’s benefit – either 
food, security, education, climate change, housing and quality health care.  

 The Hon. Ratu Epeli Nailatikau, Speaker of the Parliament of Fiji, provided an overview of the 
Sustainable Development Goals report 2022. It gives parliaments the opportunity to work on 
strategic goals. Provides vulnerable parliaments with the opportunity to access fund for 
sustainable developments.  

 Small islands have limited commitments that can impact. Enhance engagement is needed with 
developed nations to get support. Things like tax incentives, for example solar power, replanting 
mangrove forests and withdrawals of plastic bags.  

 
 Further discussion outlined the requirement to translate SDG’s into actionable goals through 

appropriate legislations and the need to hold governments to account.  Parliaments are uniquely 
placed to make a difference to SDG’s.  
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The following recommendation was endorsed:  
 
Members of Commonwealth Parliaments should familiarise themselves with the SDGs, their 
indicators and the mechanisms that they have to contribute toward their implementation by 
2030. 
 
 
Youth Roundtable - Cyberbullying: Youth, Trolling and Mental Health  

 The Youth Roundtable focused on the theme of cyberbullying, with special emphasis on its 
implications for youth engagement in society and democracy.  

 
 The panellists for this session were:  

o Hon. Jeremiah Norbert MP, Deputy 
Speaker of the Parliament of Saint Lucia; 

o Susan Leblanc MLA, Member of the 
Nova Scotia House of Assembly; and 

o Taiwo Owatemi MP, Member of the UK 
House of Commons.  

 

 The first panellist, Taiwo Owatemi MP, a 
Member of the United Kingdom, delivered remarks focusing on the online harm faced by UK 
Parliamentarians, and what support mechanisms are in place or being developed to respond to 
that harm.  

 The MP discussed how the UK parliament is dealing with cyberbully. She was a young person, 
27 years old, when elected in 2019.  

 There have been exposed negative aspects to social media with lots of challenges and 
harassment. This became apparent during Covid-19. Lockdowns caused frustrations and 
provided an avenue to air grievances from some elements within the community,  that didn’t like 
the decisions made. This lead to parliamentarians being trolled, especially women. Taiwo talked 
about the misogynistic attitude and how it affected staff who got scared and resigned.  

 The MP talked about the Role of the Whip in Parliament to ensure the welfare of members. Plus 
that there is support available in the UK, through counselling services,  Doctors, Occupational 
Therapists, dedicated police officers and health centre mental support.  

 Finally, Taiwo outlined the UK’s Online Harm Bill. It’s the first bill in legislation, worldwide that 
will hold social media to account. It makes sure policies are implementation properly, with a 
regulatory body, that can result in criminal prosecutions.  

 The second panellist, a Member of the Legislative Assembly of Nova Scotia, delivered remarks 
focusing on online harassment of young people and elected officials in Nova Scotia, and the 
difficulties faced in preventing or addressing that harassment.  

 Susan discussed growing up in a rural setting and she has seen a growth in mental health issue 
for young people, especially dealing with social media. The story was told about a 15 years old 
in 2011 who was raped, photographed and pictures then circulated. After suffering the attack, 
the social media was vicious. This young girl changed school 4 times and eventually took her 
life. The Government rushed through legislation to protect people but in 2015, it was struck down 
as unconstitutional as it gave no protection. By 2017 it was repealed.  
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 The second part of the session saw delegates divided into break-out groups, with each group 
being tasked with generating a set of strategies to deal with cyberbullying as an issue.  

 The breakout discussion themes and issues included what campaigns against cyberbullying 
should focus on, what success stories exist in the Commonwealth and beyond with respect to 
responses to cyberbullying, what mental health support can be offered to victims of online harm 
and how Parliaments can maintain oversight of social media companies whose platforms are 
used for cyberbullying.  

 
At the end of this discussion, the workshop then discussed the following recommendation:  
Commonwealth Parliaments should establish, or develop, existing mechanisms that 
support their younger Members when experiencing poor mental health or abuse online. 
 
Issues with the proposed recommendation were discussed, and various suggestions for 
potential amendments were made. Ultimately, the recommendation was not explicitly 
endorsed, noted or rejected. 
 
 
Thursday 26 August 2022 

 The 65th CPA General Assembly was held and provided for important discussions to take place. 
The outcome agreed to a new road map to the Commonwealth Parliamentarians Association’s 
(CPA) goal of recognition as an international, interparliamentary organisation.  

 Members approved a number of important constitutional amendments for the CPA including on 
governance and membership, Officer roles and appointments, women’s representation as full 
delegates to CPC and on the CPA Executive Committee, representation of the Commonwealth 
Parliamentarians with Disabilities (CPwD) network with a new Officer role for the CPwD 
Chairperson, provision for virtual/hybrid meetings, rules for elections, increasing the population 
threshold for CPA Small Branches and the regional rotation for future appointments to the role 
of CPA Secretary-General.  

 The 65th CPA General Assembly also approved the application submitted by the Parliament of 
Maldives (People’s Majlis) to form the CPA Maldives Branch and re-join the CPA’s membership. 
Full details of all the CPA Constitutional amendments that were approved at the 65th CPA 
General Assembly will be sent to all CPA Branches and published on the CPA website. 

 The inaugural winner of the Commonwealth 
Parliamentarian of the Year Award was also announced. 
Hon. Kate Doust, MLC from the Parliament of Western 
Australia has been announced as the first recipient of 
the 2022 Commonwealth Parliamentarian of the Year 
Award in recognition of her long parliamentary service 
as well as working to promote women and people with 
disabilities in her community.  

 The award also recognised the Member’s contributions 
to the work of the CPA (including acting as a Mentor 
during programmes), her commitment to the diversity of her community, the work she has 
undertaken in addressing and combatting domestic violence, and her approach in embracing 
innovation and new ideas in the Parliament of Western Australia.  

 Senator, The Hon Sue Lines (pictured), accepted the award on Kate’s behalf. 
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 As part of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association’s mission to strengthen parliamentary 
democracy through the promotion of good governance and sharing best practice, the awards 
have been launched this year to recognise and highlight inspirational and active 
Parliamentarians for excelling in their field. The next awards will be open for nominees in 2023. 

 The Conference closed with one of the key 
messages that with the ever-increasing focus on 
greater scrutiny of Parliamentarians and the 
overall public trust deficit in Parliaments, the 
CPA’s annual conference offered the opportunity 
for Members to benefit from professional 
development, supportive learning and the sharing 
of best practice with colleagues from 
Commonwealth Parliaments together with the 
participation of leading international 
organisations.  

 

 The Conference Concluding Statement for the 65th Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Conference (CPC) is also available at the following link. This concluding statement contains:  

o the main outcomes of the conference, 
o a summary of the workshop discussions, and 
o the recommendations that were either endorsed or noted by the Members in 

attendance.  

 The next CPA annual conference will take place at the 66th Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Conference (CPC) hosted by the Parliament of Ghana and the CPA Ghana Branch in Accra, 
Ghana from 30 September to 6 October 2023.   

 
 
 

https://www.cpahq.org/65-cpc/
https://www.cpahq.org/directory/ghana/

